
Each year, as the holidays begin to roll around many Human Resource 
Managers are given a fun but difficult task of finding a perfect employee 
holiday gift that will please every employee. Whether you are shopping 
for a small business or a large corporation it is important to find a gift 
that first, fits the budget. But as important, is finding a holiday gift that 
conveys sincere appreciation for an employee’s hard work. For many 
years the gift of an actual turkey was a popular nostalgic corporate 
gift. What better gift to convey a sincere thank you for a job well done 
and who doesn’t enjoy gathering around the table for a family feast! 
But as trains, planes and home office became the norm, giving out 
a frozen turkey became very difficult and more and more expensive. 
31 ago years, Holiday Gift Check Program came up with a solution 
that provided the gift of a Thanksgiving turkey or holiday ham but in 
a convenient, low cost and easy to deliver Holiday Gift Check. A gift 
that truly delivers a special holiday meal, brings on the holidays and 
leaves your employees with cherished family memories. A gift that all 
employees will treasure!

This season serve up a holiday gift that all employees and customers 
will enjoy. First, choose the exact gift denomination from $5-$50, 
flexible to fit any budget. The gift check includes a special greeting and 
is customized with your company’s name. To make it extra special, there 
is an option to personalize with each employee’s name. Personalizing 
can also help with distribution and gift tracking. Additionally, to assist 

with taxing concerns, an optional restriction can be added. Choose 
from not redeemable for cash, alcohol or tobacco, or add all three 
restrictions for no fee. After season, there is no cost for leftover turkeys, 
simply return the ‘leftover’ Holiday Gift Checks for a guaranteed full 
face-value refund.

All employees will treasure a gift that delivers a fun and flexible 
holiday meal. Employees easily redeem the Holiday Gift Check for 
a turkey, ham, or festive grocery gifts to make any gathering an extra 
special celebration. Recipients will enjoy redeeming the entire gift 
amount at virtually any grocery store nationwide or exclusively at over 
400 Honey Baked Ham stores. The Holiday Gift Check is very flexible 
allowing employees to choose any family favorite brand of turkey, ham, 
groceries or tasty side dishes. The Holiday Gift Check is also often 
enjoyed by customers or patrons as a fun promotional giveaway or 
incentive.

Giving employee holiday gifts has a long-term benefit well into the 
New Year. Finding the right holiday gift can truly benefit the company. 
Employee gifts may have a cost but recognizing and appreciating hard 
work can be very beneficial to the bottom line! There are numerous 
studies that show employees would stay at their company longer if 
they felt more appreciated. Many employees also admit they would be 
motivated to work harder if their company showed more appreciation 
for their work. Therefore, a small gift of appreciation can go along way! 

Still not a believer?  
What have other companies shared about giving an epic holiday gift.

Give Employees an Epic Holiday Gift

“ Using the Holiday Gift Check program 
has become a tradition for us and our 
employees. It is simple, convenient and the 
staff is very friendly and willing to offer 
assistance. THANK YOU for providing 
such reliable service. Your service definitely 
helps us accomplish our holiday to-do list.” 

~ Vicki (4-year customer)

“ Holiday Gift Check Program is the perfect 
solution to my company’s needs during the 
holiday season. We are able to order gift 
checks and have them delivered directly to 
our customers. I have never encountered any 
issues and have always been impressed with 
the customer service provided by Holiday 
Gift Check Program. They are a great asset 
to any company that relies on quick, friendly 
service you can count on.” 

~ Dia (10-year customer)

“ We have used this service for many years 
and the customer service is impeccable. 
Everyone is always so pleasant and willing 
to take time for questions. Our employees 
love getting these certificates to use. It is a 
fast and convenient way to show employees 
that you appreciate them.”

~ Cathy (8-year customer)

ORDER ONLINE AND SAVE NOW WITH SEASONAL PROMOTIONS! 
For questions or seasonal savings inquires call Holiday Gift Check Program’s customer service at (630) 986-5081. To order or for more infor-

mation please visit www.giftcheckprogram.com and use your superpowers to make it a holiday tradition this year and for years to come!

Be a Holiday Hero
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